The Organizing Process

Never worked with a Professional Organizer before?
No worries! Most of my clients hadn’t either, before finding CC Home
Concierge Company.
Here’s a brief outline of the process so you know what to expect.
First things first: there are no judgements here! I can assure you that I’ve
seen it all, and I understand. We are busy. We have little oddity. We are not
perfect. We are all human. CC Home Concierge Company is here to help you
manage your clutter so you can live your best life.
The problem I hear time and time again from my clients is that they feel
overwhelmed and don't know where to start. The good news is: you can do
this. A big part of my job is to serve as your facilitator throughout the
decluttering and organizing process. During our sessions, we will discuss
how to break down the task of organizing into manageable steps, so that it

not to be overwhelming and it becomes easier and easier to stay organized
over time. By the end of the project, a weight is lifted, leaving you and your
home feeling much lighter.
So. Where do we start? The first step is a phone conversation to discuss your
goals for your organizing or concierge projects, and your ideal timeline.
This leads to a walk through, either in person or virtual, where we get to
know each other a little bit more. We tour your home and go more in depth
into the problems you’re having with your space, and talk about any efforts
you've made to get organized in the past. And most importantly, we discuss
your hopes and dreams for your home, so we have a clear plan of what goals
we are working towards.
Next, the big day- our first organizing session! We work side by side, sorting,
purging like items and addressing them one by one to decide which you use
and love and contribute to your end vision for the space, and which are
weighing you down, bringing you NO JOY and adding to the clutter. If you're
feeling stuck I'm here to coach you through it, always helping you keep your
end goals in mind.
The belongings that you value the most are given a purposeful home in an
organizing system that will be a good fit for you and your lifestyle. Items that
no longer serve you are removed and any donations are loaded into my car
(one carload per session) and donated on your behalf, free of charge.
The final step: sit back and be delighted in a job well done! Lounge in your
serene space and your transformation from the clutter and all the stress to
clarity in your home. Invite some friends over and have a party. Enjoy your
space to the fullest. You've earned it.

